
Hotel Shakespeare Shot List & Filming Info

Weekend at Juliet’s 

- Premise - 
This scene is modeled after 80’s comedy classic ‘Weekend at Bernies’.  Actors in this 
scene will need to do their best to act as though they are interacting with Juliet’s 
seemingly lifeless body.  This can be accomplished by shooting those interaction in 

medium close up shots so we see more of the actor and less of the surrounding 
environment.  Check the shot list below for specific shots we will need to make the 

comedy work.   

Do your best to have the kids speak in the general direction of the other characters.  I 
have included the basics below along with any special shots. 

- Location -  
Any room will work but preferably one that has the most hotel room like qualities.  

Part of this scene does take place in a closet. 
- Props -  

Sunglasses - (Juliet & Nurse) any pair will do. 
Suitcase - (Juliet, Nurse & Friar) A large enough suitcase for Juliet to (seemingly) fit 

in. 
Costumes -  

Your best approximation using whatever is in your closet. 
Spacey outfits similar to Star Trek. 

- Shots - 

Juliet 
Center Framed - Medium Shots and Close ups - Apart from the beginning, the actor 

eyeline doesn’t matter much.  
After the opening, Juliet’s part is entirely physically comedic bits so make sure to get 

lots of coverage of her at the different stages of this scenes.  

“Right. Okay. I'll do it!” 
After this line make sure to fall out of frame as if you have just fainted.  It would 

great to get an above shot of Juliet passed out on the ground here as well.  

NURSE: “There's no time! I'm just gonna prop her up. Okay, how does she look?” 
Medium shot of Juliet in a chair looking dead. 

Add sunglasses for next line but still look rather dead.  
Medium shot of Juliet being shaken about by her mom. 

Medium shot of Juliet falling off the chair.  

(FRIAR pulls JULIET by the feet to the closet.) 
Medium shot - still or moving of Juliet sliding across the floor. 
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PARIS: “How poetic! I'm here for you, my love!” 
Medium shot of closet opening on Juliet in a coat attached to a coat hanger hanging 

from the closet.   A step stool or chair should help accommodate this effect.  
Medium shots of Juliet shrugging, giving a lazy thumbs up and waving goodbye. 

Full shot of Juliet SAFELY falling out of the closet onto the floor. 

FRIAR: “I’m done with this nonsense. Get the suitcase.” 
Overhead Medium Close Up of Juliet awkwardly being put in a suitcase.   

Medium shot of Juliet in suitcase with one leg hanging out.  

Friar 
Center Framed - Medium Shots and Close ups - Changing eyeing depending on the 

different set ups.  

FRIAR: We just need to get you home where you'll drink the potion. They will find 
your body, put it in the family tomb...  

Medium Close Up while looking away to plan  
After line look down to floor then back to nurse. 

Anytime there is a knock at door 
Medium Close Up of concerned look to door.  

Anytime Friar opens door 
Outside Door Medium Close up of Friar opening. 

Reaction Shots 
Medium shots of Friar reacting to Nurse propping Juliet in chair. 

(He slams the door on PARIS)  
Medium shot of Friar closing the door. 

FRIAR: I got it!  
(FRIAR pulls JULIET by the feet to the closet.) 

Medium Close Up of Friar pulling Juilet across the room.  

PARIS: I know you want to apologize, but I don't want to hear a word of it.  
Close Up Shot of Friar in the closet behind some clothes seeming to manipulate Juliets 

arms with her hands.   

FRIAR: I'm done with this nonsense. Get the suitcase.  
Medium Shot of Friar exiting the closet.  

FRIAR: Move her elbow.  
Medium Close Up from below of Friar struggling to fit Juliet into suitcase.   
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Nurse  
Center Framed - Medium Shots and Close ups - Changing eye line depending on the 

different set ups.  

NURSE: “Oh what romance! You two are going to be so happy together!” 
Medium Close Up of joyful spin followed by a look to the ground when noticing Juliet 

followed by a look up to Friar.  

Anytime there is a knock at door 
Medium Close Up of concerned look to door.  

Anytime Nurse opens door 
Outside Door Medium Close up of Friar opening. 

NURSE: “There's no time! I'm just gonna prop her up.” 
Close Up of Nurse picking Juliet from the floor. 
Close Up of Nurse placing Juliet in the chair.  

“Okay, how does she look?” 
Medium shot of Nurse stepping back to see how Juliet Looks. 

NURSE: “Wait! I got it!” 
Close Up of Nurse putting sunglasses on Juliet. 

Reaction Shots 
Medium shots of Friar reacting to Juliet in closet. 

NURSE: Alright. I just have to fold her feet.  
Medium Close Up from below of Nurse struggling to fit Juliet into suitcase.   

Lady Capulet 
Center Framed - Medium Shots and Close ups - Changing eye line depending on the 

character being talked to.  

LADY CAPULET: (VO) Hello, Juliet? It's your mother.  
Medium Shot outside of door while knocking.  

LADY CAPULET: Friar? Where is Juliet?  
Medium Shot of door opening on Lady Capulet 

LADY CAPULET: Juliet... Juliet? JULIET!!! Why is she not speaking to me?!  
Medium Close Up of Lady Capulet moving into the room to check on Juliet. 

LADY CAPULET: (Crying) Oh Juliet! It's ALL my fault!!! Can you ever forgive me?  
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Medium Close Up of Lady Capulet falling to floor in front of Juliet.  

LADY CAPULET: (Dismissive) Fine. Don't speak to me. I don't care a bit. I have my 
dignity.  (Crying) PLEASE TALK TO ME! I'LL DO ANYTHING!  

Medium Shot of Lady Capulet stepping back outside the door followed by her turning 
back sobbing followed by the door being slammed in her face. 

Count Paris 
Center Framed - Medium Shots and Close ups - Changing eye line depending on the 

character being talked to.  

PARIS: Count Paris has arrived! I'm here for my Juliet?  
Medium Shot of door opening on Paris then closes in their face. 

PARIS: I can't wait a moment longer! I'm here, my love!  
Medium Shot of door reopening on Paris. Step into room after the line.  

PARIS: Where is she?  
Medium Shot of Paris in room looking around.  

PARIS: How poetic!  
Medium shot of Paris exiting frame. 

“I’m here for you, my love!” 
Medium Shot of Paris opening closet door from Juliets POV in the closet. Subsequent 

lines should be shot from this angle as well. 

“I have a feeling our romance will be passed down through the ages! Count Paris... 
and Juliet. Goodbye!” 

Medium shot of Paris stepping back outside door followed by door being slammed in 
face. 


